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Introduction & Contents
AshJack™ provides the ideal solution for both
new build and refurbishment projects.
The lightweight steel framed construction
delivers minimal loads* to the substructure,
whilst creating a pitched roof over
existing flat roofs, framed structures,
or modular construction.
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AshJack™ is a flexible over-roofing system, which can accommodate a variety of roof finishes.
The system allows the designer total freedom to incorporate eaves details and roof configurations,
using AshJack™’s comprehensive suite of sections and joints.
Metal cladding, either as traditional profiled sheets, composite panels or standing seam, can be used, as
can traditional tiles or slates, as well as metal tile-form sheets, where loads have to be kept to a minimum.
The AshJack™ system is truly flexible, and is suitable for almost every existing flat roof, as well as
providing a cost effective roof solution to modular and framed structures.
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The AshJack™ System
Developed in 1988, AshJack™ was the first
engineered structural lightweight system,
providing pitched roofs over leaking flat
roofs, on buildings such as schools and
'residential developments. The system offers
the advantage that there is minimal
disruption to the occupants of the building,
whilst the over-roofing is being carried out.
The existing roof covering can stay in place,
and the AshJack™ frame fixed through it.
AshJack™ provides a range of systems to
suit most situations, and designs are
specifically
tailored
to
individual
requirements. In addition to providing a new
roof to a building, substantial improvements
to insulation can also be introduced,
reducing the running costs of the building,
and at the same time, creating an
aesthetically pleasing visual affect.
AshJack™ is the ideal flat-to-pitch solar
conversion system and can form a perfect
stand alone solar array support system on
solar farms - the most economical way to
"go green" and reduce energy costs, while
the existing flat roof remains in situ.
The additional insulation layer(s) that
AshJack™ facilitates make a valuable further
contribution to energy savings.

Features & benefits:
Provides a permanent
solution to flat roof failure
Systems individually
designed to suit structural requirements
Cost-effective system, which can be
designed to suit budgetary constraints
Minimal disruption to building occupants
Dramatic improvement to building
aesthetics
Provides opportunity to upgrade thermal
performance
Life of building considerably extended and
future maintenance costs reduced
Ideal for both new and refurbishment
projects, as a lightweight alternative
to timber trusses
Insurance backed latent defects warranty
available
The perfect roof solution for modular
“off-site” building construction.
Full solar PV support
Accommodates sedum green roofs
BBA & LANTAC approvals
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Flat roof failures

Flat roofs fail for a variety of reasons, mostly related to the life expectancy of the roof covering and the presence of standing
water. Over a period of time, water will accelerate the deterioration of a roof covering, and leaks will become apparent.
Once water has penetrated the waterproof layer, the insulation below becomes saturated, and it’s thermal performance is
dramatically reduced. Left unchecked, the ingress of water will create other problems such as staining of ceiling tiles, and
will ultimately result in a complete failure of the roof as a whole.
There are many refurbishment options available, at relatively low initial cost, but most provide only short-term solutions to
the problem, and provide no improvement to the performance of the roof. It is also possible that short-term solutions will
lead to more expensive repairs in the future.
Patching
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Long term solution
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?*
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YES

YES

Aesthetic upgrade

NO

NO
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YES

YES

Lightweight
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YES

YES

NO

YES

Increased Insulation

NO

NO

NO
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YES

Propped Rafter option

N/A

N/A

N/A

NO

YES

Eaves enhancement

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Minimal disruption to building occupants

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

Flexible Design to accommodate existing
roof plant and pipework

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Creating of clear ‘attic’ space possible (for plant, etc)

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Reduced plant costs for erection

N/A
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N/A
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YES

Drainage moved to building perimeter
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Tailored design to suit each project
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Eliminates unwanted roof access
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Adjustable connections

N/A
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Increased property value
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Build on site – reduce transport costs

N/A

N/A

N/A
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YES

Accommodates varying existing roof levels and upstands YES
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?

NO
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Suitable for modular construction (New build)

N/A

?

YES*

YES

N/A

* Dependant upon choice of system
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Yorkshire Ambulance Service
Project Yorkshire Ambulance Service
Product AshJack™
Location Halifax, Longley and Rotherham
Consultant Abbey Construction Consultants
Sector Emergency Services

BEFORE
Feniscowles Primary
School

Feniscowles Primary School
Project Feniscowles Primary School
Product AshJack™ AshZip™
Location Blackburn
Installer Watershed Roofing
Sector Education

DURING
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AshJack™ System
AshJack™ over-roofing systems are constructed using
a bespoke lightweight steel framing system, which is
primarily designed to create a roof pitch. It offers a
permanent solution to failed flat roofs, considerably
extending the life of a building, without disruption to it’s
occupants. By constructing a lightweight steel frame
over the existing roof (which is then over-clad), an
effective pitch is created to facilitate water run-off.

AshJack™ can be supplied in a variety of designs, including pitched,
mono-pitched and curved. In fact the system, by virtue of it’s individual
design opportunity, can be tailored to suit almost any shape required by
the specifier. In addition, eaves conditions can dramatically change the
appearance of the building, by incorporating overhangs, with soffits,
bullnoses, etc. The potential for incorporating eaves and verge
overhangs has considerable benefits in reducing access and vandalism.
AshJack™ can be supplied as a ‘Propped Rafter’ system, where the
existing roof can accommodate loads, or as a ‘Spanning Truss’ where
support is only possible at the extremities of the building, or at specific
points across the span. Our technical team are available to assist in the
choice of system, and to carry out preliminary surveys.
The AshJack™ frame can accept a variety of roof finishes, including
metal sheets, tiles, both traditional and metal, slates and fully supported
systems. The attic space provided can be designed to accommodate
items of plant or ductwork, putting it below the roof, and above the
ceilings.
By upgrading the insulation within the void formed by the AshJack™
frame, the ongoing running costs of the building are reduced, whilst also
cutting CO2 emissions.
Progressive system innovation has ensured that AshJack™ remains as
market leader, providing a new and enhanced lease of life for the widest
possible range of failed flat roofs, in both the public and private sectors.
Technical support includes design/take-offs/site surveys/planning
drawings/ elevational drawings.
The customer is to check if Fire Barriers or Fire Stops (if any) are
required within the void formed by the AshJack™ roof. This information
is normally available from the local Fire Officer.
When carrying out surveys, the customer must ensure that safety
equipment and safe access, including any edge protection, are
provided at all times, so that our staff are not endangered. Survey
staff will be equipped with all necessary PPE.
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Inspire Gleeson Homes
Project Inspire Gleeson Homes
Product(s) AshJack™ AshZip™ AshFab™
Location Crawley, West Sussex
Installer Mars Construction
Sector Residential

BEFORE

St Columba School
Project St Columba School
Product AshJack™ AshZip™
Location Annan
Client Dumfries and Galloway Council
Installer Curtis Moore, Glasgow
Sector Education

DURING
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Design Services
The Ash & Lacy AshJack™ team offer a bespoke service for
design and technical support package, on specific projects,
advising on the most cost-effective and structurally
sound solution. The client’s requirements in terms of
aesthetics, thermal performance and overall project
costings are considered within the individually
tailored design brief. All AshJack™ projects are
designed in accordance with prevailing
British Standards and Eurocodes.

When considering an AshJack™ project, great care is to be taken to ensure that the existing structure is capable of
taking the loads applied by the AshJack™ system and the roofing fixed to it. The client is responsible for checking the
adequacy of the existing structure, using information supplied by Ash & Lacy in respect of the applied loads.
AshJack™ can be supplied as Spanning Trusses or as Propped Rafter systems.
Spanning trusses provide the client with the opportunity to span areas where no support is available. The maximum
clear span using standard sections, is 15m, although greater spans can be achieved for specific designs. The main use
for this form of construction is over open areas, or areas where the support structure is only able to take the additional
loads at the edges of the building. Spanning trusses can also cover areas such as yards or voids which were included
in the original building design. These are factory assembled prior to shipment to site, either as full frames or in sections.

Surveys
If required, an AshJack™ technical representative carries
out an initial site survey, to determine the type of
AshJack™ over-roof system. This survey will be
undertaken at an agreed rate, which will be charged
separately, should the project not proceed for any reason.
The client will be responsible for providing, at no cost to
Ash & Lacy, all necessary access to the roof in question,
along with safety barriers, equipment, etc as required.
This survey will check the following:
Existing Roof Structure, build-up and drainage
arrangement
Spanning direction of the existing roof supports
Existing roof perimeter details
Details of any obstructions, etc
Once complete, the design team will discuss the Client’s
requirements and will highlight any areas of concern, and
any areas where savings can be made, by small changes
in the design.
If required, Ash & Lacy can arrange for a full structural
survey to be undertaken on the existing roof and support
structure, prior to commencement of any work on the
project. This work will be charged to the client, whether
the project proceeds or not. Access and safety barriers,
equipment etc required for the safe completion of the
survey, are to be provided by the client at no cost to
Ash & Lacy.
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Following the initial survey, or receipt of adequate
information from the client, design proposals and
preliminary drawings will be prepared, together with budget
costs for the scheme. Although Ash & Lacy will supply only
the components of the AshJack™ over-roof system, we do
have an extensive network of AshJack™ approved
installers, through our Ashure Partnership System, whom
we can recommend to you. These installers are conversant
with the AshJack™ system, and will be able to provide costs
for the site work and erection of the frames, etc.

Delivery to site
All materials for the AshJack™ over-roofing systems are
delivered to site, fully prepared and individually marked
for easy identification, ready for installation.
Propped rafter systems will have the individual
components clearly marked for assembly, and in all
cases, drawings will be provided to show the location of
each part or section. A full set of erection drawings are
provided with the first delivery to site, and the services of
a site engineer can be provided at additional cost.
During construction, inspections may be required to
ensure that the materials are being fixed in accordance
with Ash & Lacy recommendations. This should be
agreed with the client prior to commencement on site.
Alternatively, third party auditing can be provided through
our AWM Warranty system. Please contact the Ash &
Lacy technical team for further details.

www.ashandlacy.com
BEFORE

Bramhall High School
Project Bramhall High School
Product AshJack™
Location Stockport, Cheshire
Client Stockport Council
Sector Education

DURING

Kirkcolm Primary School
Project Kirkcolm Primary School
Product(s) AshJack™ AshZip™
AshGrid™ AshFab™
Location Kirkcolm
Specifier Dumfries & Galloway
M.Contractor Ashleigh Scotland Ltd
Installer Curtis Moore
Sector Education

BEFORE

DURING
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Design Services

Spanning Trusses

Propped Rafter

Totally changes the appearance of the building

Totally changes the appearance of the building

Up to 15m clear span (greater spans by agreement)

Cost-effective refurbishment option

No roof penetrations - support at roof edges only

Offers total flexibility - ideal for the refurbishment of
uneven or multi-level roof surfaces

Delivery as fully assembled trusses, manufactured
under factory condiotions
Firewalls or support for new services can
be accommodated
Cost savings on site due to faster installation
Maximum roof pitch of 35 degrees
Minimises vandal damage to the roof
Opportunity to enhance perimeter appearances
Hip & valley arrangements can be included
Suitable for all types of roof finishes (depending on
support structure)
Minimal disruption to building occupants

Frames typically fixed at centres from 1200mm to
3000mm depending on existing roof construction
Framework easily positioned to avoid existing
obstructions or services
Firewalls or support for new services can be
accommodated
Lightweight system – self weight typically 3-5kg/m2
Simple installation technique
Maximum roof pitch 35˚
Eliminates roof damage by vandals
Opportunity to enhance perimeter appearances
Hip arrangements can be included

Additional benefits of curved roof:
Creates a single or multi-curved roof structure
Ideal for use with a standing seam (Ashzip)
roofing system
Eliminates ridge flashings details

Suitable for all types of roof finishes (depending on
support structure)
Minimal disruption to building occupants
Propped rafter systems provide over-roofing to areas
where full support is available. The system takes
advantage of the existing structure to support the rafter,
which can then be curved or pitched. By taking full
support from below, the propped rafter system provides a
very cost-effective solution. These systems are usually
sent to site in sections or as a kit of parts.

Both systems can cope with uneven or varying roof levels, as each project is individually designed. The existing roof is left
in place, ensuring that any standing water is removed prior to the erection of the AshJack™ frames. Small amounts of
water will dissipate once the roof is in place, through evaporation, with no detrimental affect on the new roof structure.
Ash & Lacy can carry out surveys and site pull-out tests, to check the adequacy of the structure being attached to, and to
recommend which fixings are to be used.
Assistance with Planning Permission, Building Regulation compliance, and NBS Specifications is available on request.
Please contact our AshJack™ technical team for further information.
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BEFORE

Winstanley College
Project Winstanley College
Product AshJack™
Location Wigan
M.Contractor Mitie Tilley
Sector Education

DURING

DURING

Cults Academy
Project Cults Academy
Product AshJack™ AshZip™
AshFab™ AshFix™
Location Aberdeen
M. Contractor Pihl
R. Contractor Topek
Sector Education

DURING
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Installation
When installing an AshJack™ over-roofing system,
care must be exercised in ensuring that the
fixings engage properly with the support
structure. It is essential that the fixing
instructions provided by Ash & Lacy
are read thoroughly prior to any
work commencing on site.

Propped Rafter System
Unpack and check all components supplied. Identify where the components go, and lay them out adjacent to the work area.
Mark out the roof in accordance with the details and arrangement drawings provided. Drill pilot holes where necessary, to ensure that
the correct support to the system is being provided.
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1. Fix the specified base member (with a bed of
mastic underneath at each fixing point) to the
existing roof structure with the appropriate
type and number of base fixings.

2. Ensure the post members are vertical and fix
to the base member with the appropriate
type and number of fixings.

3. Brace the vertical prop members and slot the
adjustable heads onto the top of the posts.

4. Place rafter member on top of the heads and
fix with the appropriate type and number of
fixings. Raise the rafter to the specified height
and secure the head to the post with the
appropriate type and number of fixings.

5. Set out the purlins over the rafter back and
secure by fixing into each flange with the
appropriate type and number of fixings.

6. Install all necessary hip, valley and cleader
members.

www.ashandlacy.com

BEFORE

DURING

Spanning Truss System

Research & Development

Spanning trusses may be supplied whole, or in sections,
depending on the length. Other restrictions, such as site
access may also affect how the trusses are delivered.

A continuous programme of Research and Development
ensures that Ash & Lacy are always at the forefront and able to
offer technologically advanced solutions to meet the
ever-changing requirements of the 21st Century. As part of this
commitment to Research and Development, Ash & Lacy has
made a considerable investment in a state-of-the-art testing
facility at the company’s West Bromwich headquarters.

On delivery, each section is to be identified and placed on the
roof as close to the final position as possible.
Correct positioning of the trusses on any specified bracketry is
important to ensure that the loads are properly transmitted
through the structure. Careful checks must be carried out to
identify support positions, as trusses rely only on the end
supports.
Once any support pads or brackets have been positioned and
fixed in place, the spanning trusses can be erected, ensuring
that they are braced into position before releasing the lifting
chains, etc.
We recommend that a braced bay is erected first, so that
subsequent frames can be tied back to prevent failure. Braced
bays are to be fully completed, with all assembly bolts and
fixings inserted, before any subsequent frames are fixed.
Further advice is available from the Ash & Lacy technical team
and by requesting a copy of the AshJack™ Installation Manual.

As reliability and performance are two of the most important
criteria of a roofing system, rigorous testing procedures are
undertaken to ensure that all AshJack™ systems meet the
design-life requirements of a building.

Quality Assurance
To guarantee product quality and performance AshJack™
over-roof conversion systems undergo extensive testing
procedures both internally at Ash & Lacy’s West Bromwich
testing facility and externally through external organisations
such as CERAM. All components are manufactured in
accordance with BS EN ISO 9001: 2000 and all materials
conform to BS EN 10147: 2000.
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Details
Typical base connection details
Concrete

Timber

Type of fixing
& depth
embedded to
be determined
by Ash & Lacy
site pull out
tests/calculations

AshJack™ zed base
member, fixed directly
into concrete slab.
(Structurally more robust
than a simple angle)

AshJack™ Zed base
spreader member

Type and frequency of fixing to
be advised by Ash & Lacy

Depth of timber to be
determined to avoid splitting
when fixing base member

Steel
AshJack™ Top hat spreader member,
used to span across decking
substrate to minimise compression
and facilitate efficient
distribution of loads.

AshJack™ base member
(may be orientated
in lieu of spreader)

Note: All Base fixings to be sealed with a waterproof sealant at point of fixing

Typical frame connection details
Component connection details for standing seam roofing solutions.

Component connection details for other roof constructions.

AshJack™ P40/65 Purlin
with a 65mm bearing
face to provide a solid
base for halter clips

Zed purlin depth may vary
to accommodate larger
frame centres and loads

Ashzip halters to suit Ashzip
standing seam roofing system

Zed purlin strap
incorporated to provide
additional strength and
high uplift capacity

A
B
AshJack™ channel rafter
backs provided. Pre-cut to
suit site dimensions
AshJack™ AG40/BX40
patented prop
system. Supplied
pre-cut to suit levels
taken by Ash & Lacy
site services engineer

AshJack™ base Zed member
avoids eccentric loading
associated with plain angles

Note: All sections and systems have been independently tested and carry full BBA approval.
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AshJack™
AG40/BX40
patented prop
system. Supplied
pre-cut to suit
levels taken by
Ash & Lacy site
services engineer

AshJack™ telescopic
heads for final on site
minor adjustments
AshJack™ base Zed
member avoids eccentric
loading associated
with plain angles

www.ashandlacy.com
Typical eaves details
Eave detail 1

Eave detail 3
Ridge to eaves metal tile
effect roof sheeting
Timber batten
supports by others

AshJack™
adjustable prop

AshJack™ roof purlins
AshJack™ U-channel
rafter/tophat

Traditional tile/
metal effect

AshJack™
tophat
rafter

AshJack™
cantilever
support

AshJack™ eaves
connection cleat

AshJack™
adjustable prop
AshJack™
cantilever
support

AshJack™ base fixings,
frequency determined by
design calculations

AshJack™ base
spreader

AshJack™ base
spreader
AshJack™ base fixings,
frequency determined by
design calculations

Eave detail 2

Existing roof
construction

Eave detail 4

Ashzip standing seam
Ashzip halter

Ashfab eaves
closure

Single skin
trapezoidal roof
sheeting

AshJack™
roof purlins
and straps

Ashfab purpose
made gutter

Typical frame connection details
AshJack™ U-channel
rafter/tophat

AshJack™
adjustable
prop

AshJack™ zed purlin
and purlin strap

AshJack™
adjustable
prop

AshJack™
U-channel
rafter/tophat

AshJack™
cantilever
support

AshJack™ eaves
connection cleat

AshJack™
cantilever
support

AshJack™ base
spreader
Ashfab bullnose fascia
and soffit closures
AshJack™ base fixings,
frequency determined by
design calculations

AshJack™ base fixings,
frequency determined by
design calculations

Typical ridge details
Ridge detail 1

Ridge detail 2

AshJack™ P40 Series
purlin sections

AshJack™
Zed
purlins

Ridge detail 3
AshJack™
purlin strap

Timber battens
(by others)

Telescopic
Heads

Telescopic
Heads

Telescopic
Heads

AG40/BX40
Props

AG40/BX40
Props

AG40/BX40
Props

AshJack™
bracing

AshJack™
bracing

AshJack™
bracing

Note: All connections require 2 No. Ashfix LS25 fixings unless noted otherwise on AshJack™ structural frame calculations/drawings.
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Spacer Support Systems
Rainscreen Cladding Systems
Standing Seam Roofing Systems
Over-Roof Conversion Systems
Fabrications and Flashings
Fasteners and Accessories

West Bromwich. Bromford Lane, West Bromwich, West Midlands B70 7JJ
Tel: 0121 525 1444 Fax: 0121 525 3444
also at: London. Gateway 3, Davis Road, Off Cox Lane, Chessington, Surrey KT9 1TD
Tel: 020 8391 9700 Fax: 020 8391 9701
Glasgow Unit 4b, Albion Trading Est, South Street, Whiteinch, Glasgow G14 0SY
Tel: 0141 950 6040 Fax: 0141 950 6080
E-mail enquiries to: sales@ashandlacy.com
Ash & Lacy reserve the right to amend product specifications without prior notice.
The information, technical details and fixings advice are given in good faith but are intended
as a guide only. For further information please contact Ash & Lacy Building Systems.
All products are supplied in accordance with the Ash & Lacy Terms & Conditions of Sale.
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